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a b s t r a c t
Although Multiscale Cancer Modeling has a realistic view in the process of tumor growth,
its numerical algorithm is time consuming. Therefore, it is problematic to run and to find
the best treatment plan for chemotherapy, even in case of a small size of tissue. Using
an artificial neural network, this paper simulates the multiscale cancer model faster than
its numerical algorithm. In order to find the best treatment plan, it suggests applying a
simpler avascular model called Gompertz. By using these proposed methods, multiscale
cancer modeling may be extendable to chemotherapy for a realistic size of tissue.
In order to simulate multiscale model, a hierarchical neural network called Nested
Hierarchical Self Organizing Map (NHSOM) is used. The basis of the NHSOM is an enhanced
version of SOM, with an adaptive vigilance parameter. Corresponding parameter and the
overall bottom-up design guarantee the quality of clustering, and the embedded top-down
architecture reduces computational complexity.
Although by applying NHSOM, the process of simulation runs faster compared with that
of the numerical algorithm, it is not possible to check a simple search space. As a result, a set
containing the best treatment plans of a simpler model (Gompertz) is used. Additionally, it
is assumed in this paper, that the distribution of drug in vessels has a linear relation with
the blood flow rate. The technical advantage of this assumption is that by using a simple
linear relation, a given diffusion of a drug dosage may be scaled to the desired one.
By extracting a proper feature vector from the multiscale model and using NHSOM,
applying the scaled-best treatment plans of Gompertz model is done for a small size
of tissue. In addition, simulating the effect of stress reduction on normal tissue after
chemotherapy is another advantage of using NHSOM, which is a kind of ‘‘emergent’’.
Crown Copyright © 2008 Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
1.1. Multiscale cancer modeling
Mathematical and computer modeling is a way to improve treatment plans for some of diseases [1–4]. In this way, cancer
modeling and simulation have a long way to go, while the evolution of a tumor is a complex process which is normally
affected by many factors on different scales [4–30]. Several mathematical models are introduced to simulate tumor growth
and chemotherapy [4–19]. In addition, there are some related topics, such as drug resistance [20] or angiogenesis, and other
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interactions between underlying cells and the corresponding tissue [21–27] in this regard. By referring to these research
works, cancer models are divided into vascular and avascular [4–12]. Usually, by considering the factors affecting tumor
growth, these models may be evaluated [4–12,15]. However, it is worth noting that simplicity is another important factor
to evaluate any model, while greater complexity in modeling causes a large computational error during the simulation.
By using avascular models, simulating, analyzing and finding an optimal treatment plan are possible; however, the effect
of the vascular network to make a heterogeneous environment for tumor growth is neglected [4,17–19]. In comparison with
avascular models, vascular modeling is an attempt to model cancer dynamics by considering them realistically [4–10].
The vascular network is an important factor to simulate tumor evolution. It supplies the nutrient factors for tumor
growth [4–12,28–30]. Depending on the structure of the vascular network and distribution of oxygen and glucose, the
process of tumor evolution will vary heterogeneously. On the other hand, by releasing Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor
(VEGF) by hypoxic cells, the structure of the vascular network will be changed proportionally. Finally, tumor growth should
be investigated as a multiscale dynamical system (i.e., macroscopic, mesoscopic and microscopic scale) [4–10]. A complete
discussion about multiscale cancer modeling and drug effect on proliferating cells is presented in [5–9].
Although the multiscale model has many advantages, complexity of the model, a large number of parameters and its
long lasting numerical algorithm of simulation are some of disadvantages of this model [6,7]. These limitations causes the
number of cancer cells in the model to be strongly less than the typical number of cancer cells in a real tumor (around 103
cells compared with 106 cells and more) [6,7,17,18]. In addition, the effect of decreasing the stress on normal tissue [4,16]
especially when a part of tumor removed by any drug is not addressed by the model. Because of the elasticity of normal
tissue, after removing a part of the tumor, tissue gradually occupies the freed-up space.
1.2. NHSOM for simulating multiscale cancer model
In order to reduce the computational complexity of the multiscale model, artificial neural networks are appropriate
choices. Neural networks are defined as powerful tools which can solve many problems in different areas such as Image
Processing [31–34], Pattern Recognition [31,35,36] and Nonlinear Dynamical Systems and Control [31]. Under the notion
of learning, neural networks may be distinguished two different types of learning: supervised and unsupervised. By using
unsupervised neural networks, the task of clustering by grouping similar input patterns, could be done [31,35,37].
In [33], an enhanced version of the Self Organizing Map (SOM) with a vigilance parameter is introduced. This version
of SOM is a combination of best features of famous unsupervised neural networks: Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART1) and
SOM. The enhanced version of SOM can assign a new cluster, for some patterns, if necessary. This method is not dependent
on the input presentation order, because during the training steps, it computes an average value for the patterns which all
belong to one cluster. The computational complexity decreases in comparison with SOM, while the quality of the clustering
increases. However, determining appropriate values for the vigilance parameter and cluster number plays an important role
in the line of network performance, especially when applying it hierarchically.
Nested HSOM is the hierarchical version of the enhanced SOM, in which the vigilance parameter and number of neurons
varies in the layers of the network. It has a bottom-up/top-down architecture. The overall bottom-up design prevents the
under-dimension problem in which the number of the neurons in the output layer must be greater than the real number
of output clusters, to avoid saturation of the network by high frequency input patterns [33,38]. In addition, the embedded
top-down architecture reduces the computational complexity [39,40]. The hierarchical relations between the input data
are reflected in a straightforward manner like other versions of Hierarchical SOM (HSOM). Additionally, by applying an
adaptive version of the vigilance parameter, the new method requires a lower number of training steps in comparison with
other ones. The vigilance parameter is also a guarantee to preserve the quality of results, even with a low number of training
samples.
Because of the considerable quality and low run time of NHSOM, it is a suitable candidate for simulating the multiscale
model. By executing the numerical algorithm of the multiscale model [5–9], the output of each iteration is achieved which
is a combination of macroscopic, mesoscopic and microscopic states. NHSOM will be trained using a combination of these
states. In the training phase, after determining what is the best cluster at lowest (bottom) layer for a training sample, the
next state of the given sample (state) will be stored. In simulation phase, after finding the closest cluster at the bottom layer,
this stored information will be retrieved.
By using NHSOM, the simulation process is done more than 650 times faster than the numerical method. As expected,
feature selection has an important role in the line of network performance. In addition, NHSOM has an extra-emergent
advantage in the way of simulating the effect of decreasing stress on the normal tissue.
1.3. Gompertz model to chemotherapy of multiscale model
The state space of multiscale model has a discrete nature. Although by applying NHSOM, the process of simulation is done
faster than its numerical algorithm, it is not possible to check a simple binary tree of treatment plans with fixed treatment
gaps and only two choices for drug dosage. In order to build a search space, in which each treatment plan stands for a state
who lasts 84 days with a weekly drug injection and two specified choice of drug dosage, 212 states are required. The time
needed to build and check such a tree by the numerical algorithm is minimally 2465 days (using a MATLAB program on a 2
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GHz processor). Under the same conditions, by applying NHSOM instead of the numerical method, it takes at least 91 h to do
the same test. As a result, to find the best treatment plan with the floating nature of drug dosage and treatment gap, methods
such as dynamic programming are not applicable. In order to solve the aforementioned problem, the best treatment plans
of a simpler cancer model (Gompertz) will be used [18].
Additionally, by considering the fact that Doxorubicin (which is used for chemotherapy in this paper) attaches to
‘‘cytochrome p450 reductase’’ which has a lower size than red blood cells [41], it is assumed that the distribution of
Doxorubicin in vessels has a linear relation with blood flow rate. The technical advantage of this assumption is that by
using a simple linear relation, a given diffusion of Doxorubicin can be scaled to other dosages. Therefore, with a limited
number of training samples, various states with various drug dosages can be obtained.
The next sections are arranged as follow: In Section 2, NHSOM and its advantages will be discussed. The chemotherapy
of the multiscale model will be explained in Section 3 and Simulation results will be given in Section 4. Finally, some
conclusions are made in Section 5.
2. Nested hierarchical self organizing map
In order to simulate multiscale cancer model faster than its numerical algorithm, neural networks may be suitable
choices. To avoid error propagation during simulation, the quality and speed are some of the necessary features of the neural
network applied. As a result, a new version of SOM is introduced in this paper (Nested Hierarchical Self Organizing Map or
NHSOM). The quality and speed of the new method is considerably better than traditional SOM and another hierarchical
version of SOM [32]. This examination is done for recognizing handwritten digits of [42]1 and for hierarchical image
segmentation.
A complete discussion about advantages and disadvantages of ART1, SOM and hierarchical versions of SOM are presented
in [31–40,43–45]. In Section 2.1 the process, advantages and disadvantages of enhanced SOM will be reviewed. In Section 2.2
an adaptive version of enhanced SOM in a bottom-up architecture will be considered. The embedded top-down design of
NHSOM will be the discussion of Section 2.3.
2.1. Enhanced SOM with vigilance parameter
The under-dimension problem is one of the disadvantages of SOM, in which the number of the neurons in the output
layer must be greater than the real number of output clusters to avoid saturation of the network by high frequency input
patterns [32,33,38]. Referring to [33] one may find that, the under-dimension and high computational complexity of SOM,
stems from the fact that in each training step, a weight which has the maximum similarity measure with the input pattern, is
updated. However, is it enough to choose the maximum similarity? On the other hand, the maximum value of all activation
functions must be greater than a minimum threshold.
In the case of Enhanced SOM, the new cluster will be added to the network when the maximum value of all activation
functions does not pass the vigilance test (as in ART1) [31–36,43]. Updating the winner cluster, same as SOM [31–33,35–40,
44,45], prevents dependency of the network on the input presentation order [32,33]:
If hX , Wit i > ρ,

(t +1)

Wi

= Wi(t ) + λ(t ) (xk − Wi(t ) ).

(1)

In (1), Wi is the weight of the winner cluster, λ(t ) is the learning parameter, decreasing in time, xk is the normalized input
pattern and ρ is the vigilance parameter. The input patterns and weights of the neurons are normalized. hX , Wit i presents
the inner product of the input pattern and the weight of the winner neuron (i.e., the similarity measure among them [33]).
As a result, when an input pattern has a low frequency compared with others, a specified class will be assigned to it.
By using a vigilance parameter, high frequency patterns cannot change it during the training process. Since the vigilance
parameter is a guarantee for existing minimum similarity between the pattern and its cluster center, selecting a finer
learning parameter (λ) will be sufficient. In the meantime, a large number of training is not needed.
The main advantages of enhanced SOM compared with ART1 and SOM are as follows: there is no need to know the
number of final clusters (neurons), a lower number of training steps (approximately 20 times) and qualitative results [32,33].
However, determining appropriate value for vigilance parameter plays an important role in the line of network performance.
2.2. Bottom-up adaptive enhanced som
As mentioned before, enhanced SOM with a vigilance parameter, reduces the number of training steps significantly. The
success of the results depends on the vigilance parameter, which should be predetermined. In [32,39,40], the advantages of
HSOMs to reduce computational complexity are explained. In order to combine best features of enhanced SOM and HSOMs,
an adaptive version of vigilance parameter is required. Contemplation about bottom-up process in hierarchical clustering
methods gives a good idea for defining the adaptive vigilance parameter. In the first (bottom) layer of the hierarchy, patterns

1 For digit recognition task, after a training phase, the label of each cluster will be determined using maximal accepted patterns.
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Fig. 1. The architecture of the neurons for a layer of bottom-up adaptive enhanced SOM: W is the weight of the neuron, C counts the number of the
accepted patterns and ρ is the vigilance parameter. The weight and the counter are updated, if the vigilance test is passed. The value of the vigilance
parameter depends on the similarity measure between the accepted patterns and the weight of the neuron, counter and the corresponding layer number.

of the given data set will be presented. In the next layers, clusters which are formed by the previous layer, will be considered
as input. Therefore, the similarity measure of the accepted patterns by a cluster in the first layers is greater than the next
ones. On the other hand, for high frequency similar patterns presented to a specified layer, it is better to have a greater
vigilance parameter, which results in a better quality of clustering these patterns.
Fig. 1 presents the proposed structure for neurons with the adaptive vigilance parameter for a layer (Adaptive Enhanced
SOM). Each neuron has a counter, by which the number of accepted patterns in each training step is counted. After identifying
the winner neuron for a given pattern, if the similarity measure between them passes the vigilance test, the counter of
the winner neuron will be increased using (2)(e) and the weight of the neuron will be updated finely based on (2)(a) and
(2)(b). The value of the vigilance parameter is affected by the measured similarity, number of the accepted patterns and
corresponding layer number (see (2)(c) and (2)(d)).

1W t = X − W t ∼ 1 − hX , W t i [31],
i
i =
i


Wit +1 = Wit + β t 1Wit ,





LayerNo
1
If hX , Wit i > ρ then 1ρit = 1 −
(hX , Wit i − ρit ),

counter(i)


t +1

t
t
t

ρi = ρi + λ 1ρi ,
counter(i) = counter(i) + 1.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Else add a new cluster.

(2)
Wit

In (2)(a)–(2)(e), X is an input pattern, i presents the winner neuron, t corresponds to the step of the training,
is the
weight of the winner neuron, LayerNo is the current layer number, hX , Wit i presents the inner product of the input pattern
and the weight of the winner neuron (i.e., the similarity measure between them [31]), ‘‘counter(i)’’ counts the accepted
patterns by ith neuron, ρit is the corresponding vigilance parameter for ith neuron and β t and λt are the learning parameters,
both decreasing in time based on (3) and (4). As explained in Section 2.1, the initial value of β t must be selected finely.

λ(t ) =
β (t ) =

λ0
t

β0
t

.

(3)

.

(4)

1
In (2)(c), the expression (1 − counter
)LayerNo is always in the range [0, 1). Lower values of the layer number (bottom layers)
(i)
or greater number of accepted patterns, consequences higher values of the above expression and it causes more effect of
the similarity measure on vigilance parameter.
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Fig. 2. Nested hierarchical SOM consists of top-down adaptive enhanced SOM, which are organized hierarchically in a bottom-up architecture. The weights
of the sub neurons of each layer are the input patterns of the next one. In the top-down adaptive enhanced SOM, each super neuron refers to a set of sub
neurons.

In bottom-up adaptive enhanced SOM there is no need to have pre-knowledge about proper number of clusters in
each layer. By using only a neuron in the first stage of learning in each layer, the number of neurons will be determined
automatically by the evolutionary process of learning. Referring to the explanation of Section 2.1, a low number of training
steps is sufficient to form the network well.
2.3. Nested hierarchical SOM
Without considering the high number of training steps in traditional top-down HSOMs, these versions of neural networks
have, potentially, a good ability to reduce the number of comparisons [32,39,40]. The low number of neurons in the first
layers of HSOM causes such effect; however, it also causes the under-dimension problem, in which the main characteristics
of the low frequency patterns may not be reflected in these layers and it may be possible that these patterns would be
forgotten in the next layers [32,33,38].
If in each layer of bottom-up adaptive enhanced SOM, the number of neurons decreases; it will causes lower number of
comparisons in that layer. In order to reflect the features of all patterns in the network, the number of neurons should not
decrease as in traditional HSOMs [39,40]. It must be great enough to prevent the under dimension effect. To achieve this
goal, each layer of bottom-up adaptive enhanced SOM is reconfigured by a top-down design (Fig. 2). In the new architecture
the input patterns will be presented to the super neurons, which are guidances to a set of sub neurons.
Since more patterns are accepted by the super neurons, the sensitivity of their vigilance parameter must be less than the
sub neurons. Relation (5) reduces the sensitivity of vigilance parameter for a super neuron.



1ρ = 1 −
t
i

1
counter(i)

LayerNo∗ counter(i)

(hX , Wit i − ρit ).

(5)

One of the disadvantages of top-down approaches is k-competition to achieve better results [39]. The k-competition can
recursively continued in more than two layers of the hierarchy. Therefore, the greater depth of the recursion causes greater
computational complexity. In case of each layer of NHSOM (top-down adaptive enhanced SOM), the depth of nested topdown hierarchy is limited to two layers. Therefore, its effect on the overall computational complexity in the test phase is
negligible. Additionally, it is shown that in the training phase, there is no need to use a k-competition approach, while the
vigilance parameter guarantees the quality of the network performance.
Fig. 3 explains schematically what happens in the training phase. By presenting an input pattern to a layer, the best super
neuron will be selected. It might be possible that the best sub neuron which belongs to a further super neuron be closer to
the pattern. In Fig. 3, the super neuron 1 (Box A) is closer to the given pattern (black circle) in comparison with the super
neuron 2; however, the sub neuron 4 which belongs to 2, is closer to the input compared with neuron 3 which belongs to 1.
In the test phase by using a k-competition approach, the best case (i.e., the closest sub neuron, say neuron 4) will be selected.
If in the training phase the best sub neuron does not pass the vigilance test, a new neuron will be added to the network;
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Fig. 3. After choosing the closest super neuron (no. 1 in box A), it may be possible that the best sub neuron (no. 4) which belongs to a further super neuron
(no. 2), be closer to the input pattern. By choosing neuron no. 4 the probability of adding a new sub neuron (P2) will be less than the case in which sub
neuron no. 3 is chosen (P3).

otherwise the best sub neuron will be updated. In case of k-competition approach (k > 1) the probability of adding a new
sub neuron (P2) is less than the case of one-competition (P3); because neuron no. 4 has a greater similarity with the input
pattern in comparison to neuron no. 3.
Nested Hierarchical SOM (NHSOM) consists of top-down adaptive enhanced SOM, which are organized hierarchically in
a bottom-up architecture (Fig. 2. The weights of the sub neurons (in a layer) are the input pattern of the next layer. After
the training phase, the index of weights from previous layer will be stored in the corresponding accepted sub neuron of the
next layer. In this way, the top down relations between the layers will be saved to apply for the top-down test phase.
The important features of NHSOM which are mainly the advantages of applying adaptive vigilance parameter, are
summarized bellow [32]:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Low number of training steps.
Qualitative results, even with a low number of training samples.
Adjusting the proper number of neurons in each layer of the network automatically in an evolutionary process.
The algorithm presents the best results in a one-competition approach in the training phase, which causes less
computational complexity for learning, compared with other hierarchical networks.
5. The overall bottom-up architecture of NHSOM and the vigilance parameter prevents the under-dimension problem in
which the main characteristics of the low frequency patterns are not reflected in the network.
6. The embedded top-down design of NHSOM reduces runtime of the algorithm.
7. A proper determination of number of layers to have a balance between quality of the results and runtime of the algorithm
is required.
3. Chemotherapy of multiscale model
Feature selection is an important phase before applying a pattern recognition method [35]. In Section 3.1, the process of
feature selection before applying NHSOM will be presented. By using a simple linear relation, the suggested drug dosages
of Gompertz model will be scaled which will be the discussion of Section 3.2.
3.1. Feature selection for NHSOM
By simulating the multiscale model using its numerical algorithm, an array of cellular automata, in which each cell
contains a state vector will be achieved [5–7,9]. Diffusion of chemicals around a cell and the next state of a proliferating
cell depend on the state of the neighbors around that cell [6–9]. Therefore, it is not enough to consider the current states of
an element, to predict the next state of it, while there is an indirect relation between the next state vector and the current
states of its neighbors.
As a result, an n∗ n array of automaton (Fig. 4) has a better ability to reflect both direct and indirect effects on the next
states. The size of the selected arrays of cells should be large enough to reflect the effect of neighbors, and should be small
enough to avoid extra large feature vectors. After determining a suitable size for array of automaton, each feature vector will
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Fig. 4. The selected features are n∗ n arrays of automaton. (a) 4*4 arrays; some feature vectors do not contain any automaton corresponding to vessels.
(b) 5*5 arrays; all of feature vectors contain the automaton corresponding to vessels.

Table 1
The average runtime of NHSOM, with 2 and 4 layers for different feature selection methods
Feature Selected futures
code
Shifting
Scaling
Applying the
some
some
second
elements elements
weights

Repeating
some
elements

Size of the
selected
array

Length of
feature
vector

1

×

×

×

×

4*4

209

2

3

×

×

×

4*4

209

3

3

3

×

×

4*4

209

4

3

3

3

×

4*4

209

5

3

3

3

3

4*4

241

6

3

3

3

3

5*5

376

No.
layers

Mean runtime of
train (s)

Mean runtime of
test (s)

2
4
2
4
2
4
2
4
2
4
2
4

62.84
84.1
68
95.21
68
95.21
68
95.21
73.98
98.49
104.44
146.77

4.28
2.93
7
3.75
7
3.75
7
3.75
8.45
4.3
13.34
7.6

be created, using a sequence of state vectors of corresponding elements of array. In order to presave the length of feature
vector before normalization, an extra element which equals to one, will be added to it.
It is worth remembering that for simulating a multiscale model, by presenting a current feature, the next state of the
feature is expected; however, NHSOM is a clustering method by which the closest neuron (cluster) to a given input will be
recognized. A review on the structure of filing systems gives a useful idea to change NHSOM, in order to retrieve the next
feature after presenting any current one. In these systems to have a fast access to data (or fetch), a hierarchical structure of
indices is used to address the page of memory containing the corresponding ‘‘data’’ [46]. The hierarchical arrangement of
NHSOM acts as these indices, and the next features can be stored in the bottom layer of NHSOM (say stored features) such
as ‘‘data’’ in a filing system. A similar (however, not the same) idea is applied in ART1 to store original weight of a presented
input (i.e., the ‘‘v ’’ weighs) [31,43].
The stored features are saved in the bottom layer of NHSOM during the training phase. The number of neurons will be
determined during the evolutionary process of learning. As a result, each layer begins the training phase with one neuron.
By adding each new sub neuron in the bottom layer of NHSOM, the related next feature of the presented pattern will be
stored.
To select the best feature and architecture of NHSOM, two types of the network: with two layers (four nested layers)
and four layers (eight nested layers), are tested, using various feature selection methods. In order to train NHSOM, using
26 steps of simulation of the main model, which contains 61*61 cells of the automaton, 5850 feature vectors are extracted.
The number of training steps in both networks is 20. After the training phase, the training samples (current features) will
be again presented to the network, to determine the closest cluster. The average of closeness between these samples and
corresponding winner clusters (elementary weight of the winner cluster) and also, between the next state of these samples
and corresponding stored features, are used to evaluate various feature selection methods (Fig. 6). In addition, the runtime
of training and testing these samples are given in Table 1.
The runtime of the test phase of NHSOM with four layers is less than the versions with two layers (Table 1); however,
because of error propagation in the four layer network, the average of closeness for the two layer version is better than
the case with four layers (Fig. 5). Additionally, it is obvious in Fig. 5 that by increasing the feature code, the performance of
NHSOM increases.
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Fig. 5. The average closeness between training samples (features) and corresponding elementary weight of best neuron (cluster) and also between the
next feature of the given samples and corresponding stored features, for NHSOMs with two and four layers.

The specifications of the feature selection methods are given bellow:
Feature Code 1: At first step of feature selection, 4*4 arrays of automaton are selected (Fig. 4a). In each extracted feature,
the 13 length state vectors of automaton are arranged continuously. 13 elements of the state vectors correspond to: type
of the element (cancer/normal cell, vessel or empty space), no. of divisions which cell has done in the time step before,
concentration of oxygen, VEGF and drug around the cell, mass of the cell, death of the cell by toxic drug effect and
concentration of chemicals in the cell (Cdh1, Cyc-CDK, p27, p53, RBNP and inter-cellular VEGF). For more details about
chemicals one may see [5–9]. The next corresponded features are stored in the bottom layer of NHSOM.
Feature Code 2: In this step, another weight, which is the normalized-next feature of the elementary weight of a neuron, will
be added to it. By using the second weight for each neuron, the winner will be updated if the vigilance test passes for both
elementary and second weight of it. Adding a new test for second weights, increases the runtime of the training phase in
comparison with feature code 1. In addition, there are some similar current features with different next states. By applying
feature code 2, these features will be distinguished by more. Increment in the number of neurons causes increment in
runtime of the training and test phase. The performance of feature code 2 is improved compared with feature code 1 (Fig. 5).
It is obvious that the second weights are used only during the training phase.
Feature Code 3: In addition to the characteristics of feature code 2, some important elements of each state vector are scaled
in feature code 3. The selected elements are type and the mass of the cell, number of divisions which has cell undergone
during the last step and death of the cell by a chemotherapic drug. According to the fact that there is no change in the length
of the new feature vector, the runtime of the algorithm is approximately equal to feature code 2.
Feature Code 4: The difference between this feature code and feature code 3 is that the element corresponding to the drug
concentration around a cell, is shifted. At the time which a cell attempts to divide, the division will fail and cells will die, if
the drug concentration around it exceeds a specified threshold. As a result, in simulation phase, it occurs that a given sample
which has a close similarity with the elementary weight of a cluster; however, with a small difference in drug concentration
(one less and the other more than the drug threshold), assigns to a false cluster with a different next feature. Therefore, for
each drug concentration the values which are more than (or equal to) the drug threshold, should shift up to, and have a
greater difference with the lower values. Although the performance of NHSOM increases with the new change, its runtime
is approximately the same as feature codes 3 and 2.
Feature Code 5: In order to obtain a better performance of NHSOM, some important elements of the state vectors are repeated.
These important elements are type of the cell and drug concentration. By increasing the length of each state vector from
13 to 15, the length of feature vectors increases to 241 from 209. Therefore, the runtime of the algorithm will increase in
comparison with previous feature selections.
Feature Code 6: Vessels adjacency to a cell, have important role in forming the dynamics of that cell. By applying 4*4 arrays
of automaton, it is possible that some feature vectors do not contain any automaton of vessels (Fig. 4a). In Fig. 4b, the 5*5
arrays of automaton are presented so that all of them contains at least an automaton of vessels. These 5*5 arrays increase
the length of feature vector to 376 and additionally, the performance of the network.
The quality of the feature code 6 for NHSOM with two layers is the best in comparison with the other features, and also
compared with NHSOM with four layers. Therefore, the simulation of multiscale model in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 is done using
feature code 6 and NHSOM with two layers. The two layered NHSOM is trained by results of 26 steps of numerical simulation
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of 61*61 array of automaton (it is equal to 390 h of tumor growth [9] in a 2 mm2 of square tissue [13]) with a maximum
drug dosage of 10.
3.2. Scaling the treatment plans
In this paper, an extra assumption is considered for drug diffusion. In order to transmit drugs in a vascular network,
some blood proteins are used. The chemotherapy drug in this paper is Doxorubicin, which is carried by cytochrome p450
reductase [41]. Since each cell consists of various proteins, the size of proteins is generally smaller than cells. As a result,
the distribution of the drug in the vascular network is assumed to be proportional to the blood flow rate, based on (6). An
important technical advantage of this assumption is that a linear relation can be found between two different drug diffusions
with the same automaton structure.

θvess_i =

Q̇i
Q̇input

θtotal .

(6)

In (6), θtotal is the total input drug for vascular simulated network, Q̇i and θvess_i are blood flow rate and the drug of the
ith vessel and Q̇input is the total input blood flow rate. Relation (7) shows the dynamic of the injected drug dosage [17,18].

θ̇total = −γ θtotal .

(7)

In the above relation, γ depends on the half life of the injected drug (HLD) (relation (8)) [17,18]. The value of HLD for
Doxorubicin is taken from [13] equal to 26 (hour).

γ =

ln(2)
HLD

.

(8)

In order to solve the diffusion of chemicals, after expansion of the appropriate PDEs [5–7,9], an equation in the form of
A x = b should be solved. For a drug distribution, x (say θ for the case of drug) is the vector of θi s in which i is the index of each
automaton. A is a sparse matrix which contains the coefficients Dθ (diffusion constant) and λθ (constant rate to consume
drug). b is a vector contains zero elements and drug concentration inside the vessels (θvess_i ), which is multiplied in hθ (the
rate at which chemicals cross the vessel walls). Therefore, b is rewritten as follows:
b = hθ θ vess .

(9)

The drug concentration for cells (θ) will be solvable using (10).

θ = A−1 hθ θ vess .

(10)

The combination of (6) and (10), results in (11).

θ = A−1 hθ

θtotal
Q̇input

Q̇ .

(11)

In (11), Q̇ is a vector, the same as θ vess , consists of zero elements and Q̇i . Therefore, if the drug diffusion for a specified
incoming drug (say θtotal_1 ) has been calculated before (say θ 1 ) and without any changes in the statues of the cells and
vascular structure, only total incoming drug is changed to θtotal_2 , the new drug diffusion θ 2 will be equal to (12).

θ2 = A−1 hθ

θtotal_2
Q̇input

The expression A−1 hθ Q̇
A −1 hθ

1
Q̇input

Q̇ =

Q̇ .

1
input

(12)

Q̇ may be computed by replacing θtotal_1 and θ 1 in (11):
1

θtotal_1

θ 1.

(13)

Finally, (12) will be rewritten as follows:

θ2 =

θtotal_2
θ .
θtotal_1 1

(14)

Relation (14) shows that there is a linear relation between two different drug diffusions with the same automaton
structure. Therefore, it is possible to train NHSOM, using limited samples with a maximum dosage of 10 and to scale the
incoming drug dosage to any other one, unlimitedly.
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4. Simulation results
In this section, the multiscale model will be simulated, using NHSOM and the scaled treatment plans of Gompertz model
with various cost functions (i.e., the discussion of Section 4.1). In Section 4.2, after simulating the multiscale model, the effect
of stress reduction on normal tissue will be observed emergently.
4.1. Simulating the chemotherapy suggestions of Gompertz model
It has been mentioned that simulation will be done, using the suggested treatment plans of Gompertz model [18] and
NHSOM. In addition, drug diffusion can be scaled to any desired one using relation (14). The simulation time which is needed
for 84 days of treatment plan by a numerical algorithm is more than 67 h. By applying NHSOM, it takes 81 s; however, even
by using NHSOM, it is not possible to check a simple binary tree of treatment plans with fixed treatment gaps and only two
choices for drug dosage. More details about the required times are given in Section 1.3.
As a result, the best treatment plans of a simpler model (Gompertz) are used. Chemotherapy in Gompertz model is
suggested, using an optimized estimation of drug dosage and swarm intelligence [18]. The main advantage of the proposed
method, in comparison with some classic versions [17,19] is the discrete-floating nature of treatment gaps, and also, the
floating nature of drug dosages. Therefore, these treatment plans have a realistic view for the process of treatment [18].
The maximum drug dosage of Gompertz model is 50 [17,18]; however, NHSOM has been trained by a maximum dosage
of 10 (Section 3.1). Therefore, treatment plans of Gompertz model will be used in the scales of 1/5, 2/5 and 3/5 (i.e., with
maximum dosage of 10, 20 and 30). Relation (7) supplies the dynamic of the incoming drug in each step of simulation. In
addition, after retrieving the next state of the automata using NHSOM and also by applying relation (14), the incoming drug
dosage of the automata changes simply to which relation (7) determines. The new automata with the desired incoming drug
will be presented again to NHSOM.
Relation (15) presents the general form of the applied cost function of Gompertz model, in which CN and CD are positive
PM
constants, related to the special conditions of the patient, N (T ) is the final number of cancer cells and i=1 σi is total injected
drug dosage [18].
J = CN log10 (N (T )) + CD

M
X

σi .

(15)

i =1

Candidate cost functions in this paper are as follows:
1. J1 with CN = 1 and CD = 0: The goal is minimizing the final number of cancer cells at the end of the treatment plan.
2. J2 with CN = 0 and CD = 1: The goal is minimization of the drug dosage during the treatment plan.
3. J3 with CN = 500 and CD = 1: The goal is to minimize the number of final cancer cells with the minimum drug dosage.
According to the logarithmic form of the number of cells in relation (15), CN is taken 500 times greater than CD .
For each cost function, a set containing 30 best results of Gompertz model is used to simulate the multiscale model. It
takes more than 113 days to simulate multiscale model, using numerical algorithm and, approximately, 40 min by NHSOM.
4.1.1. Minimizing number of cancer cells
For the cost function J1 , 30 treatment plans of Gompertz model are scaled with scaling factors of 1/5, 2/5 and 3/5. The
multiscale model simulates using these plans. After determining the best result of the multiscale model, number of cancer
cells is plotted in time (Fig. 6). The best treatment plan of Gompertz model is the best candidate for scaled versions 1/5 and
2/5 (Fig. 7a) of multiscale model; however, with a small difference in the last time of drug injection, the best result of scale
3/5 is equal to the best of Gompertz (Fig. 7b).
4.1.2. Minimizing number of cancer cells
In Fig. 8 the number of cancer cells is plotted in response of the scaled-best suggestion of Gompertz model. Although the
number of cells in Gompertz model has a decreasing behavior, they saturate in the scaled versions of the multiscale model.
According to the definition J2 , the best result of Gompertz model and all scaled versions of the multiscale model are the same
(Fig. 9).
4.1.3. Minimizing number of cancer cells
For the cost function J3 (Fig. 10), the best result of Gompertz model (however, with a small difference in drug scheduling)
is approximately equal to scales 1/5, 2/5 and 3/5 (Fig. 11).
It is worth reminding that because of the logarithmic form of final number of cells in relation (15), CN is taken 500 times
greater than CD for cost function J3 . However, in case of the multiscale model there is no need to use logarithmic form, while
number of initial cells is 1057. Therefore, the result of the multiscale model with cost function J3 has some similarity with
its result in case of cost function J1 . As a result, after some statistical tests, a mapping between cost functions of Gompertz
and the multiscale models should be found.
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Fig. 6. Number of cancer cells for different scales of cost function J1 .

Fig. 7. (a) The best treatment plan of Gompertz model and scales 1/5 and 2/5 of the multiscale model. (b) The best treatment plan of scale 3/5 of the
multiscale model.

4.2. Simulating the stress reduction emergently
Referring to Section 3.1, 61*61 array of automaton is used to simulate 2 mm2 square of tissue [13]. It contains 1057 cancer
cells. In Fig. 12 series of images in the case of cost function J1 , for the scale of 3/5, are given. Each image is taken after injecting
the drug dosage, which is given in Section 4.1.
Simulation using NHSOM reveals some expectations about variations of cancer cells during chemotherapy. Cancer cells
have a greater sensitivity to Doxorubicin’s effects, and the main distortion of these cells is around the vessels, especially
vessels which are near the inlet or outlet of the vascular network. Additionally, by eliminating the cancer cells, especially for
the scales 2/5 and 3/5, normal tissue can gradually occupy the freed-up space. Such a phenomenon which occurs without
considering direct issue in the system, is called Emergent [47–52].
‘‘Luc Steels writes [48]: A component has a particular functionality but this is not recognizable as a subfunction of the
global functionality. Instead a component implements a behaviour whose side effect contributes to the global functionality [...].
Each behaviour has a side effect and the sum of the side effects gives the desired functionality. In other words, the global or
macroscopic functionality of a system with emergent functionality is the sum of all side effects, of all emergent properties and
functionalities’’ [52].
The reason why NHSOM simulates the effect of decreasing stress on normal tissue is justifiable by a small of error during
simulation using NHSOM. One of the necessary cautions in applying neural networks is error in retrieving information and
diffusion of it [31,35]. Although NHSOM has greater accuracy in comparison with other NNs [32], it is not an error-free
clustering method. However, a small of error during the simulation of the multiscale model sounds useful! It causes the
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Fig. 8. Number of cancer cells for different scales of cost function J2 .

Fig. 9. The best treatment plan of Gompertz model and scales 1/5, 2/5 and 3/5 of the multiscale model.

next feature of a presented pattern, contains some normal cells instead of empty spaces after removing cancer cells. As a
result, it seems that the compressed tissue around the tumor can gradually capture the freed-up space after injecting the
chemotherapy drug.
In Figs. 13 and 14, series of images for cost functions J2 and J3 for scales 1/5 and 2/5, are given. For treatment plans with
lower drug injections (cost function J2 ), the cells have a saturating manner. It is worth remembering that the multiscale
model is sensitive to adjustment of its parameters [5–9]. As a result, changes in them forces NHSOM to train with a new
sample set, and to change the final results accordingly.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, an artificial neural network called NHSOM (Nested Hierarchical Self Organizing Map) was presented to
simulate the multiscale cancer model faster than the numerical algorithm. Because of the advantages of NHSOM, the
proposed neural network has, potentially, a good ability to apply for data sets which do not have a large set of training
data, or in cases where there is no predetermined statistical information about some features of the network, such as the
number of neurons. Therefore, NHSOM is a suitable candidate for simulating the multiscale model.
Before applying NHSOM, a feature selection phase is passed. For the best performance of NHSOM, each feature vector
is chosen as a sequence of state vectors of a 5*5 array of an automaton. Some important elements of the vector are scaled,
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Fig. 10. Number of cancer cells for different scales of cost function J3 .

Fig. 11. (a) The best treatment plan of Gompertz model. (b) The best treatment plan of scale 1/5 of the multiscale model. (c) The best treatment plan of
scales 2/5 and 3/5 of the multiscale model.

shifted and repeated. In the training phase, the next features of the presented samples are saved at the bottom layer of
NHSOM. In addition, a second weight is added to each neuron, which is the normalized-next feature of the elementary
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Fig. 12. The series of images (from left to right and top to down) are taken after injecting drug dosage (Fig. 7b) for cost function J1 in the scale of 3/5.

Fig. 13. The series of images (from left to right and top to down) are taken after injecting drug dosage (Fig. 9) for cost function J2 in the scale of 1/5.

Fig. 14. The series of images (from left to right and top to down) are taken after injecting drug dosage (Fig. 11c) for cost function J3 in the scale of 2/5.

weight of that neuron. By using the second weight for each neuron, the winner will be updated if the vigilance test passes
both elementary and secondary weights.
Although the performance of NHSOM is better than those of other neural networks, even with a low number of training
samples, it is not an error-free network. A small error during the simulation phase causes some normal cells to gradually
occupy the freed-up space, when retrieving the stored features after drug injection. As a result, the effect of decreasing stress
on the normal tissue is simulated emergently.
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Because of long lasting process of checking a simple state space of the multiscale model, even by applying NHSOM, the
best results of Gompertz model are applied to chemotherapy of the multiscale model. However, more statistical tests are
needed to determine the correct mapping between these models.
Another advantage introduced in this paper, is that by assuming that the distribution of drug proportional to blood flow
rate, a linear relation between two different drug diffusions with the same automaton structure is found. The main advantage
of the mentioned relation, is that it is possible to train NHSOM using limited samples, and to scale the incoming drug dosage
to any other one, unlimitedly.
However, there are many drawbacks to test the validity of the proposed methods. It has been mentioned that some
statistical tests need to find the correct mapping between two models. If such a mapping is found, there will be no need to test
various treatment plans in the multiscale model. A combination of two models may be used to apply multi treatment plans,
such as a combination of chemotherapy and radiotherapy. In this case, by applying the best treatment plan of Gompertz
model, the multiscale model will present the variations of the tumor via images. Therefore, the border of the tumor after
applying any chemotherapy treatment will be determined, which is needed for radiotherapy.
NHSOM is an appropriate tool in order to extend the size of a cellular automaton array. In this case, it might be better
to build a coarse structure of a vascular network which is divided to some finer vascular structures applied in the proposed
setting of this paper and others [5–7,9]. A tumor with normal size consists of some arrays of automata with finer vascular
structure.
In the proposed technique, the feature selection phase is done step by step by a human designer. This process may be done
systematically, using some artificial methods and in combination with some classical methods such as Principle Component
Analysis (PCA) [35].
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